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Dear Parents and Carers,

2.7.20

Despite the school being dramatically different and with most of our pupils not being in for the past
few months, we feel it is still vitally important for all our pupils to have a sufficient transition before
entering their new, year groups in September. Our Year 6 pupils have had contact regarding
transition from their High Schools through a variety of means, but they are more than welcome to
complete some of these activities too to share at their secondary schools.
We wish to hold a transition week from 6th July to 10th July, where pupils can access and complete
a menu of different activities, regardless of whether they are at home or in school. These tasks
and the relevant resources can be found on our school website under the Parents’ Information tab
- Home Learning due to Closure – Transition Week 6th July-10th July. The activities can be
completed across that week in any manner the pupils see fit. They could do two or three exercises
each day, ensuring that each task is presented imaginatively and creatively to the pupils’ best
abilities. Once done, the tasks can be attached to an email and sent on to the pupils’ new teacher
(not the current class teacher) or via Tapestry for our EYFS pupils. Reminders of teacher email
addresses can be found on the bottom of the menus.
Pupils will be able to meet their new teacher virtually through a video message and learn more
about them. These can be found on our Homefield VC Primary Facebook page (for the duration of
Transition Week only)\. Pupils will also be able to tell their new teachers all about themselves: their
interests, their likes and their ambitions. The tasks are based on a range of different subjects to
appeal to all.
We hope that all pupils will enjoy completing the menu and getting to tell their new teachers all
about themselves.
Yours sincerely,

Mr. Bradley Young
Headteacher

